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Survival of electronically excited, state-selected COsa3Pd molecules scattering from a cleaved
LiF(100) surface is studied. Absolute survival probabilities are determined for various impact energies.
Time-of-flight profiles, angular distributions, and internal state distributions of the surviving metastable
CO molecules are measured. The dependence of their translational and rotational temperatures on the
incoming velocity unambiguously indicates a direct inelastic scattering process even though the angular
distributions are broad, both in plane and out of plane. [S0031-9007(97)02391-0]
PACS numbers: 82.65.Pa, 34.50.Dy, 34.50.Gb, 34.50.Lf
During the last few decades many experiments on
molecular beam-surface interaction have been performed
[1,2], but almost exclusively with molecules in their elec-
tronic and vibrational ground states. By measuring the
velocity, angular distribution, and internal state distribu-
tion of the scattered molecules for known parameters of
the incoming beam and for a known scattering geometry,
detailed information on the molecule-surface interaction
potential is obtained [3–6].
A few groups have reported on scattering experiments
in which vibrationally excited molecules are used [7–
10]. So far, little is known about the interaction of
electronically excited molecules and surfaces; the study
of electronically excited molecules colliding with surfaces
is thus far limited to the study of molecules residing in
the different V components of the electronic ground state
[11–13].
We here report the first state-to-state surface scatter-
ing experiment with quantum-state selected metastable
molecules. By studying the electronically elastic chan-
nel only the elastic scattering properties of the process are
probed; each molecule being trapped or chemisorbed will
be electronically deexcited and removed from the mea-
sured signal. Apart from information obtained from time-
of-flight (TOF) and angular distributions of the surviving
metastable molecules, additional information on the inter-
action potential can be extracted from the final internal
state distribution of the scattered molecules.
The experimental setup consists of a pulsed molecular
beam machine connected to an ultra high vacuum (UHV)
system as schematically indicated in Fig. 1. The molecu-
lar beam part consists of two differentially pumped cham-
bers, a source chamber with a pulsed valve and a buffer
chamber which contains a hexapole state selector, con-
nected via a 0.8 mm diameter skimmer. A mixture of
20% CO in a rare gas is used to produce the pulsed su-
personic beam. Metastable CO molecules are prepared
in the source chamber using direct laser excitation. The
a3P1sy ­ 0, J ­ 1d level is populated via excitation on
the Q2s1d line of the spin-forbidden a3P ˆ X 1S1 tran-
sition using pulsed 206 nm radiation (,0.25 mJ in a
220 MHz bandwidth).
The electrostatic hexapole is used to state select and fo-
cus [2,14,15] the laser prepared metastable CO molecules.
After passage through the hexapole, the central part of
the molecular beam is blocked by a beamstop. The
connection to the UHV system is via a 1.2 mm diame-
ter diaphragm which is located in the “shadow” of this
beamstop; only metastable CO molecules in the laser
prepared state are bent around the beamstop and are
focused through the diaphragm into the UHV system.
The hexapole-beamstop-diaphragm combination transmits
therefore a pure beam of metastable CO molecules in a
single quantum state, free of ground state CO molecules
and carrier gas atoms [15].
A cleaved LiF(100) crystal is mounted on a manipulator
in the UHV system, 72.5 cm away from the excitation
region. The LiF surface is chosen for these experiments
as it is a likely candidate for which the internal energy
FIG. 1. Schematic view of the experimental setup. The
206 nm laser excitation in combination with the hexapole-
beamstop-diaphragm setup allows preparation of a pure
metastable CO beam in the UHV chamber. The TOF profile
of the incoming beam is monitored with microchannel-plate
(MCP) 1, while TOF profiles of scattered metastable CO
molecules are monitored with MCP 2. Internal state distribu-
tions are probed via resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization
(REMPI) with the 283 nm laser. Mass selective ion detection
can be performed when the ion extraction assembly (dashed) is
mounted in front of MCP 2.
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of the metastable CO molecules (6 eV) cannot be lost
during the interaction. The LiF samples are cleaved
to provide an atomically flat surface. The flatness of
the surface was checked after the experiments (in open
air) with an atomic force microscope. The cleaving is
done under atmospheric conditions since there appear
to be no differences between air-cleaved and vacuum-
cleaved surfaces used in similar experiments [10,16].
After bakeout of the entire system, the crystal is heat
cleaned in UHV at a temperature of 600 K for a period of
2 h prior to the experiments and kept at room temperature
during the measurements.
Several detection schemes for metastable CO are im-
plemented in the UHV chamber. Direct detection of the
metastable CO molecules is performed with MCP detec-
tors which allow both time- and space-resolved detection
of CO a3Psy ­ 0d [15] with an efficiency of approxi-
mately 5 3 1024. This detection method is not quantum-
state specific and is based on Auger deexcitation. In this
process the electronic energy of the metastable CO mole-
cule (6 eV) is used to create electrons at the surface of
the MCP detector, which are subsequently detected. TOF
profiles of the incoming metastable CO beam are recorded
with a double staged MCP detector (Fig. 1: MCP 1) when
the LiF surface is moved out of the beam. These TOF
profiles directly reflect the velocity distribution of the in-
coming beam. TOF profiles of the scattered metastable
CO molecules are recorded by a MCP detector at a dis-
tance d ­ 50 cm from the LiF surface (Fig. 1: MCP 2).
The axis of the incoming beam and the axis of detec-
tion of the scattered molecules enclose a fixed angle of
72– [ui 1 uf ­ 72–, ui (uf) is the angle enclosed by the
surface normal and incoming (scattered) beam]. Angu-
lar distributions of the scattered molecules are measured
with a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera system
recording the time-integrated emission of a 100 diame-
ter MCPyphosphor screen detector mounted at a distance
d ­ 2 cm from the surface.
The internal state distribution of the scattered metas-
table CO molecules is probed via one-color (1 1 1)
REMPI and mass-selective ion detection using the op-
tional ion extraction assembly that is indicated with dashed
lines in Fig. 1. The b3S1sy ­ 0d ˆ a3Psy ­ 0d tran-
sition around 283 nm [17,18] is used as the resonant step
in the REMPI scheme.
Figure 2 shows the TOF profiles of both incoming and
scattered metastable CO molecules as measured for a 20%
CO in a Kr mixture. In the lower trace the TOF profile
of the incoming metastable CO molecules is shown. The
time axis is rescaled to correspond to a flight path that is
identical to that which the scattered metastable molecules
must travel to reach MCP 2 (Fig. 1). The corresponding
velocity distribution has a width (FWHM) of less than
10% of the mean velocity. The first peak in the upper
trace in Fig. 2 is due to the fluorescence of metastable CO
molecules back to the electronic ground state; the detected
FIG. 2. Measured TOF profiles of both incoming (lower trace)
and scattered (upper trace) metastable CO molecules for a
20% CO in a Kr mixture. On the horizontal axis the time
relative to the laser preparation is indicated. The lower trace
shows the measured TOF distribution of the incoming beam
(the horizontal axis is rescaled to allow direct comparison with
the scattered TOF distribution). The upper trace includes the
scattered TOF distribution (second peak) and the best fit. The
first peak (off scale) corresponds to spontaneous fluorescence
of the laser-prepared metastable molecules.
fluorescence is emitted in the direction of MCP 2 by
molecules that are passing through the field of view of this
detector from the moment that they enter the UHV cham-
ber until they hit the LiF surface. The time-integrated
fluorescence signal is a direct measure for the amount of
incoming molecules. There is no extra fluorescence in-
tensity visible at the time that the CO molecules impinge
on the surface, and it is concluded that the interaction of
the metastable CO molecules with the LiF(100) surface
does not enhance the fluorescence significantly [19]. The
second peak in the upper trace shows the TOF profile of
the scattered molecules, recorded at the specular angle
(ui ­ uf ­ 36–). The time-integrated peak is a direct
measure for the amount of scattered molecules. This peak
can directly be compared to the TOF distribution of the in-
coming molecules. The TOF distribution of the scattered
molecules is clearly broader, starts earlier, and has a tail
to longer flight times. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the
average kinetic energy of the scattered CO molecules is
increased after the interaction with the surface, an effect
that is even more evident in TOF profiles taken for CO
seeded in Xe. This effect is explained by the dependence
of the survival probability (SP) on the velocity of the in-
coming and outgoing beam (vide infra). The profile of
scattered CO molecules is fitted to the convolution of the
measured velocity distribution of the incoming beam at
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The first two factors describe a Maxwellian velocity distri-
bution (the MCP is a density detector, so a factor y2 is to
be used) with a Boltzmann temperature Ttrans whereas the
last factor is included to take the velocity dependent SP
into account. The best fitting curve with Ttrans ­ 285 K
is superimposed on the experimental trace. It should be
noted that in principle the finite radiative lifetime of the
scattered molecules has to be taken into account in the
analysis. Neglecting this lifetime (which is at least 3 ms
[20]), however, barely influences the determination of the
Boltzmann temperature [19].
All the TOF measurements have been performed for
four different carrier gasses, i.e., for four different incom-
ing velocities. For each of the measurements the average
kinetic energy of the incoming beam Ein, the best fitting
Boltzmann temperature Ttrans, and the corresponding av-
eraged kinetic energy of the outgoing beam as measured
on the detector Edet, are summarized in Table I. The best
fitting Boltzmann temperature is seen to decrease gradu-
ally in going from Ne to Xe. From the data listed in
Table I it is seen that Edet is superthermal (.39 meV) for
all of the carrier gases used and that for CO seeded in
Kr and Xe the kinetic energy of the scattered molecules
is higher than the averaged kinetic energy of the incom-
ing beam. This effect can be explained by the velocity
dependent SP; faster molecules have a larger probability
to survive the collision with the surface as a metastable
molecule than slower molecules. This leads to a veloc-
ity distribution of the detected scattered molecules that is
skewed to larger velocities. The translational temperature
as obtained from the fit shows that the velocity distribu-
tion of the scattered molecules is not completely accom-
modated to the surface.
The ratio of the integrated scattered metastable CO peak
to the product of the integrated fluorescence peak with yin
is also presented in Table I for each of the carrier gases.
This number is a measure for the SP. It is seen from the
data given in Table I that the relative SP (normalized to
1 for CO seeded in neon) is decreasing with a decrease of
the velocity of the incoming CO molecules. The measured
velocity dependence of the SP can, in a simple model,
be used to quantitatively determine the SP [19]. In this
model the SP at the surface is assumed to be exponentially
decaying with the interaction time with the surface, where
the latter is taken to be proportional to 1yyin 1 1yyout.
Fitting the experimentally determined relative SP to this
model determines the value of A in Eq. (1) and yields
the absolute SP for the various carrier gases as given in
Table I.
For all the carrier gases the angular distribution is
observed to be broad, both in plane and out of plane,
and mostly resembles a cosine distribution. For a direct
scattering process the parallel momentum is conserved
and the angular distribution is generally close to specular
[1]. In the scattering of metastable rare gas atoms from
LiF(100) surfaces it has also been found that the angular
distributions are much wider than those of the respective
ground state atoms [21], which is attributed to the marked
change in interaction potential. Also in our case the broad
angular distributions might be explained by the detailed
character of the molecule-surface interaction potential;
LiF is an ionic crystal, and the large dipole moment of the
metastable CO molecules (1.37 Debye [22]) will interact
with the various Li(1)-F(2) dipoles at the surface. Since
LiF is a cubic crystal, these surface dipoles are both in
horizontal and vertical directions, inducing not only a
broad in-plane distribution but also a very broad out-of-
plane distribution.
From the observed (1 1 1)-REMPI spectrum shown
in Fig. 3 the internal state distribution of the scattered
metastable CO molecules can be deduced. This spectrum
is recorded for a mixture of 20% CO seeded in Ar and an
angle of incidence ui ­ 51–. The lower trace shows the
best fit to the experimental spectrum [19]. Best agreement
with experiment is obtained when a single rotational
temperature is used, but a nonequilibrium distribution
for the three V components is assumed; there appears
to be an overpopulation of the (initially prepared) V ­ 1
component with a factor of 2.5 relative to the other
spin components in the final state distribution [19]. This
phenomenon is observed for the other carrier gases as
well. The rotational temperature as obtained from REMPI
spectra measured for the various carrier gases is listed in
the last column of Table I.
To conclude, in this Letter we have presented the first
state-to-state scattering experiments with laser-prepared
metastable molecules. The survival of electronically
excited, state-selected CO molecules, colliding with
TABLE I. For each of the carrier gases used, the averaged kinetic energy of the incoming beam Ein, the best fitting Boltzmann
temperature Ttrans , and the corresponding averaged kinetic energy of the outgoing beam as measured on the detector Edet, the
relative SP and the best fitting absolute SP (all for ui ­ 36–) as well as the rotational temperature (for ui ­ 51–) are given (surface
temperature Ts ­ 298 K).
Carrier gas Ein (meV) Ttrans (K) Edet (meV) Rel. SP Abs. SP (%) Trot (K)
Ne 113.8 6 1.2 420 6 30 83 6 5 1.0 5.0 6 1.0 360 6 30
Ar 77.8 6 0.8 340 6 35 69 6 6 0.68 6 0.11 3.2 6 0.7 293 6 25
Kr 36.9 6 0.4 285 6 50 59 6 9 0.25 6 0.05 1.1 6 0.4 330 6 25
Xe 31.0 6 0.3 260 6 55 55 6 10 0.20 6 0.06 1.0 6 0.3 243 6 20
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FIG. 3. Upper trace: REMPI spectrum which reflects
the internal state distribution of scattered metastable CO
molecules. The spectrum is recorded for a gas mixture of
20% CO in Ar and ui ­ 51–. Lower trace: Best fitting
spectrum using Trot ­ 293 K, and an overpopulation of the
V ­ 1 component with a factor of 2.5 relative to the other
V components.
a cleaved LiF(100) surface, is analyzed using time-
and space-resolved detection techniques. The absolute
survival probability for metastable CO scattering from
LiF(100) is observed to be between 1% and 5% for the
conditions used in the experiments. The translational tem-
perature, obtained from the TOF profiles of the surviving
metastable CO molecules, show that the metastable CO
molecules are scattered from the surface with not com-
pletely thermalized velocities. The rotational temperature
shows a similar trend and it is concluded therefore that the
metastable CO molecules undergo direct inelastic scatter-
ing. The angular distributions are observed to be broad
which might be attributed to the strong corrugation of
the electrostatic interaction potential in the COpyLiFs100d
system.
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